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Triplet states at an O vacancy ina-quartz

J. Lægsgaard
Research Center COM, Technical University of Denmark, Building 345v, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

~Received 5 March 2002; published 3 July 2002!

The energy landscape of ana-quartz O vacancy in the lowest triplet state is investigated. Four local minima
are identified and geometries, total energies, and electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! parameters are ob-
tained. On the basis of calculated values for the magnetic dipole interaction between the electrons two of the
structures are identified with known triplet centers detected by EPR. The effect of Ge substitution is studied,
and it is concluded that Ge impurities in silica act as traps for dangling bonds with a trapping energy of
;1.5 eV relative to Si ions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.024107 PACS number~s!: 61.72.2y, 71.55.2i, 76.30.2v, 78.60.2b
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I. INTRODUCTION

Refractive-index changes in silica glass induced by ul
violet ~UV! light have become an important tool in th
manufacture of glass-based components for optical sig
processing. Yet the origins of the effect are poorly und
stood and currently there is a great interest in mapping
the chemical processes occuring in undoped and doped s
under UV illumination.1,2A common experimental procedur
has been to monitor the change in the optical and elec
paramagnetic resonance~EPR! spectra as a function of UV
radiation dose. One consequence of the irradiation which
been clearly established in this way is the formation of
so-calledE8 centers,3 which carry both optical and EPR sig
natures. These centers have been well characterized, ex
mentally and theoretically, as arising from an unpaired s
localized in a Si dangling bond. On the basis of theoreti
calculations Feigl, Fowler, and Yip4 introduced the hypoth-
esis that such states were created by ionization of neu
oxygen vacancies~NOV’s!, and this idea has been support
by several other investigations.5,6 When an electron is re
moved from a NOV the Si-Si bond present is weakened,
it becomes favorable for the system to enter another sta
which one of the Si atoms passes through the plane of it
neighbors and hybridizes to a fourth O atom which becom
overcoordinated. The unpaired electron will then localize
the dangling bond of the remaining threefold coordinated
atom. Based on these results it has become a common
sumption thatE8 center formation is related to NOV ioniza
tion, but it is often difficult to account for the fate of th
expelled electrons since electronlike paramagnetic center
not show up in the same quantity as do theE8 centers.7 In
addition, recent experiments8 indicate thatE8 centers may be
induced through one-photon processes by UV radiation
low the absorption edge, which is hard to explain if ioniz
tion of an abundant defect species is required.

An important theoretical advance was recently made
Donadio, Bernasconi, and Boero.9 Using a combination of
constrained molecular dynamics with classical forces
quantum-mechanical calculations within the framework
density functional theory~DFT! ~Refs. 10,11! to model the
amorphous environment in glassy SiO2 these authors inves
tigated the transition of a NOV geometry into a twofold c
ordinated Si atom in the lowest triplet state. In these stud
0163-1829/2002/66~2!/024107~9!/$20.00 66 0241
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a competing reaction was found, in which the NOV geo
etry was rearranged into a structure with the two unpai
electrons residing in unhybridized dangling bonds on we
separated (4.35 Å) Si atoms. In this way,E8-like centers
may be formed without ionization and a number of spect
scopic data, in particular those related to transformation
two-coordinated Si/Ge atoms, can be rationalized.

Important as these findings are, they also raise sev
questions. First, while the optical spectrum of a Si dangl
bond would probably not be strongly perturbed by the nea
presence of another, the EPR spectrum would be chara
istic of a triplet state~or, if only the singlet state is populated
would not be present at all! with strong magnetic dipole
interactions which at a separation of 4 –5 Å would be co
parable to the hyperfine interaction with a29Si nucleus. Yet
the only experimentally observed triplet state in amorpho
silica was apparently related to codoping with Cl or
impurities.12,13 One may of course speculate that the da
gling bonds once separated diffuse further away from e
other, but in that case how can direct experimental evide
of this reaction mechanism be obtained?

The purpose of the present work is to elucidate the po
bility of E8 center formation in neutral NOV’s by carefull
investigating the triplet energy landscape of an O vacanc
crystallinea-quartz using DFT. Ina-quartz the ordered net
work structure greatly facilitates the comparison betwe
theory and experiment, and several radiation-induced tri
states have been identified experimentally.14–16 It will be
shown that reactions similar to theE8 generating mechanism
described by Donadioet al. can occur ina-quartz leading to
dangling-bond separations of;8 Å. Through analysis of
the magnetic dipole couplings between the unpaired e
trons these states can be related to two of the triplet sig
observed in EPR experiments. By substituting some Si ato
with Ge in the structures found it is demonstrated that
impurities in silica act as traps for dangling bonds with
trapping potential of;1.5 eV.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

A. Supercell geometry

The unit cell of a-quartz is hexagonal witha
54.913 Å,c/a51.10, and contains three formula units. Th
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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J. LÆGSGAARD PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 024107 ~2002!
crystal exist in a left-handed and a right-handed form
which I choose to model the left-handed one. The inter
coordinates can be specified in terms of four parame
u,x,y,z. In Bravais vector coordinates the internal positio
are

Si1 :~u,0,0!,

Si2 :S 12u,12u,
1

3D ,

Si3 :S 0,u,
2

3D ,

O1 :~x,y,z!,

O2 :S 12x,y2x,
1

3
2zD ,

O3 :S 11y2x,12x,
1

3
1zD ,

O4 :S y,x,
2

3
2zD ,

O5 :S 12y,x2y,
2

3
1zD ,

O6 :~11x2y,12y,12z!.

With these coordinates thec direction constitutes a left
handed threefold screw axis. The internal parameters
given by Wyckoff as u50.465, x50.415, y50.272, z
50.12.17 All calculations reported here have been perform
in a supercell constructed by doubling thea-quartz unit cell
in all directions, thus obtaining a cell containing 24 formu
units, or 72 atoms. The internal coordinates have been
lowed to relax without symmetry assumptions to minimi
the DFT energy functional used, and also the lattice par
etersa,c have been optimized~to a55.05 Å, c/a51.097).
Thus, the starting point is not completely similar to the stru
ture specified above, but it is sufficiently close that the lab
ing of the different atoms in the cell can still be used. I w
use the notation Si1

i jk to specify a Si atom equivalent to S1
but shifted by the vectoria11 j a21ka3 where theai are the
basis vectors of the Bravais lattice basis (a3 being thec-axis
vector!, and similar for the other atoms. The supercell
depicted in Fig. 1, where some important atoms have b
labeled. Atoms A and B are Si1

000, Si2
000 which are connected

by O1
000 marked by an asterisk. This is the atom which

removed to form the O vacancy. Atom C is O4
010 and atom D

is Si3
010. The importance of these latter atoms will becom

apparent in Sec. III A.

B. Computational methods

The electronic structure of the system is described
means of DFT using the generalized gradient approxima
~GGA! to the exchange-correlation energy.18 The resulting
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Kohn-Sham equations are solved by means of a plane-w
expansion using Vanderbilt’s ultrasoft pseudopotential~US-
PP! approach.19,20 In all calculations, the plane-wave expa
sion is cut off at a kinetic energy of 25 Ryd, and the Brillou
zone integrations are approximated by sampling theG-point
only.

The calculation of hyperfine parameters requires kno
edge of the wavefunction close to, or even right at,
nucleus, which appears to present a problem, since
pseudopotentials do not describe the wave function corre
in this region of space. To overcome this problem, I reco
struct the true wavefunction in the core region by augme
ing the pseudo wave function along the lines described
Ref. 21. Using this procedure, one obtains a wavefunct
very similar to that of the projector augmented wave sche
introduced by Blo¨chl,22,23 which has been shown to giv
rather accurate results for the properties of interest here.24–26

For the isotropic part of the hyperfine tensor, core polari
tion effects are approximately taken into account by recal
lating the core states while keeping the spin-polarized
lence electron density fixed. This is not an exact approach
it ignores the back reaction of the core spin polarization
the valence electron density, but it serves to give an idea
the magnitude of the core polarization effect. In the pres
case, core polarization was found to affect the isotropic
perfine parameters by about 1–2 % in the case of29Si, 73Ge
whereas in the case of17O the correction in some case
amount to about 20%.

A significant contribution to the EPR spectra of tripl
states comes from the magnetic dipole interaction betw
the two electrons. This interaction may formally be writte
as

Ĥd5Ŝ1•D•Ŝ2 , ~1!

FIG. 1. The 72-atoma-quartz supercell used in the prese
work. White atoms are Si while black atoms are O. In the calcu
tions, the atom marked with an asterisk is removed to form an
vacancy. Atoms A,B,C,D correspond to Si1

000, Si2
000, O4

010, Si3
010 ,

respectively.
7-2
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TRIPLET STATES AT AN O VACANCY IN a-QUARTZ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 024107 ~2002!
whereŜ1 ,Ŝ2 are the vector spin operators for electrons 1 a
2 andD is a tensor defined by

Dmn5
1

2
g2b2K Ŝ1mŜ2n

3r mr n2dmnr 2

r 5 L . ~2!

Here the greek indices label cartesian directions,r5r12r2
andr 5ur u is the distance between electrons 1 and 2.g is the
electrong factor ('2.0023 for a free electron! while b is the
electron magnetic moment. The brackets denote an expe
tion value over the many-electron wave function. If the u
paired spins reside at spatially well separated defect s
only the mean-field term survives

Dmn'
1

2
g2b2E dr1dr2

n1~r1!n2~r2!~3r mr n2dmnr 2!

r 5
.

~3!

In this formula,n1 ,n2 are the spin densities at defects 1 a
2. The spin density in the lowest triplet state is given c
rectly by an exact density functional theory, whereas this
not the case for the off-diagonal parts of the density ma
which would be needed to evaluate the short-range excha
corrections. In the present work the dipole interaction ten
will be approximated by Eq.~3!. If the defects are far from
each other their spin densities may be approximated by p
dipoles and theD tensor will be proportional tor 23. How-
ever, at intermediate distances, the finite spatial extent of
spin densities can give substantial corrections to this pict
and must be taken into account. The evaluation of the in
gral in Eq. ~3! directly from the supercell spin densities
subject to errors arising from the finite supercell size and
resulting presence of repeated-image spin densities. A sim
problem is encountered when describing charged states
supercell approach, although in the magnetic case the lea
error term decays with the cube of the lattice constant.
isolated molecules a method for eliminating interactions w
repeated images has been devised by Blo¨chl,27 but this is not
straightforwardly extended to solids. To work around th
problem, for each defect site a small cluster model includ
only a few atoms is set up based on the coordinates obta
in the supercell calculations. The resulting spin densities
then immersed in a supercell eight times larger than the
used for the DFT calculations and the integral in Eq.~3! is
evaluated in reciprocal space. Errors arising from the dip
moments of repeated images in the enlarged cell can now
eliminated by Blo¨chl’s procedure since the spin densities a
well localized within the supercell. By further enlarging th
cell it was found that the errors arising from higher-ord
moments of the image spin distributions were minute.
though the approach described implies some inaccuraci
still constitutes a considerable improvement over the po
dipole approximation.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Total energies and geometric structures

Without spin polarization, the removal of O1
000 leads to the

formation of a covalent bond between Si1
000 and Si2

000. In the
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present calculation the equilibrium bond length comes ou
2.50 Å, which is in good agreement with results from oth
similar studies.6,26,9 Going into the triplet state in this equi
librium structure implies the population of one bonding a
one antibonding Si-Si state, i.e., a breaking of the cova
Si-Si bond. The penalty for this is calculated to be 5.6 e
Since DFT in principle gives the true ground-state energy
every value of the total spin, this number constitutes a ph
cal prediction of the GGA approximation. Experimental
the lowest singlet-triplet transition is not observable, ho
ever, some elaborate theoretical studies have been perfo
by configuration-interaction~CI! calculations on small clus
ter models. Such calculations have predicted the low
singlet-singlet transition in the system~which is observed
experimentally! with good accuracy.28 Predictions for the
singlet-triplet excitation have varied between 6.2 and 6.9
depending on the computational details.28,29 This suggests
that the GGA result underestimates the singlet-triplet tran
tion energy by 10–20 %.

In the triplet state, the system initially relaxes to a ne
equilibrium configuration in which the Si-Si distance e
pands to 3.56 Å. The geometry, hereafter denotedTI , is
shown in Fig. 2~a!. The Si-Si distance is considerably larg
than that found by Bussoet al.30 who concluded that the
Si-Si distance was close to the value for the unrelax
a-quartz structure (;3.1 Å). On the other hand, the prese
result is close to the 3.69 Å found from Hartree-Fock calc
lations on a small cluster model by Pacchioni and Basile29

These authors reported a triplet-singlet decay energy of 0
eV when doing CI calculations in the Hartree-Fock equil
rium geometry, indicating that this decay cannot be resp
sible for the 2.7 eV luminescence observed to follow fro
NOV excitation.31 In the present calculations, the triple
singlet decay energy is;1.5 eV, but this is likely to be an
artifact of the GGA approximation: When the Si-Si bond
stretched the system starts to resemble a Hubbard model
a small hopping parameter. In such a problem hybridizat
is suppressed by the onsite electron-electron repulsion
this correlation effect is hard to capture with simple DF
energy functionals. Therefore, it must be expected that
singlet state energy is underestimated in DFT, yielding a
large value for the decay energy. The important result of
DFT calculation is the Si-Si distance in the triplet equili
rium geometry, since structural relaxations are better
scribed in the supercell than in the small cluster mod
Therefore, the present results support the conclusion of P
chioni and Basile regarding the assignment of the 2.7
luminescence.

The existence of a second energy minimum in the trip
state was recently reported by Bussoet al.30 These authors
used a perturbed cluster~PC! approach which embeds a ce
tral cluster of atoms surrounding the defect in an unpertur
crystal medium employing a Hartree-Fock energy functio
with a posteoriDFT-like correlation corrections. Only the
positions of the first and second nearest neighbor shell
the O vacancy were relaxed. With this scheme, a minim
was found in which the Si2

000 atom has passed through th
plane defined by its three O neighbors into a ‘‘puckere
configuration. A similar minimum is found in the prese
7-3
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FIG. 2. The stable triplet geometries identified in the present work.~a!–~d! show structuresTI–TIV . Some distances are given in Å, an
the labeling from Fig. 1 has been used so that A, B, C, D corresponds to Si1

000, Si2
000, O4

010, Si3
010 , respectively. The small black circle

indicate the locations of the unpaired spins.
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work, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. This geometry will be referred
to asTII . The total energy ofTII is 0.25 eV lower than that o
TI , in very good agreement with the 0.3 eV found by Bus
et al. The distance between Si1

000 and Si2
000 is now 4.07 Å

and the Si2
000 atom has moved within a distance of 3.12 Å

O4
010 ~labeled C in the figures!. The Si-Si distance is in good

accordance with the results of Bussoet al., whereas the dis-
tance from Si2

000 to O4
010 is somewhat larger here, presumab

due to the higher degree of relaxational freedom.
The TII structure also constitutes a local minimum in t

singlet state, with localized antiparallel spins at the Si1
000 and

Si2
000 atoms. The singlet-triplet energy difference is on

;0.05 eV~in favor of the singlet state!. It is not clear how
reliable the GGA approximation is in predicting such singl
triplet energy differences, but the result does indicate t
very little interaction between the Si dangling bonds rema

Using the geometry of a positively chargedE8 center as a
starting point for relaxations in the neutral triplet state a
other pair of local minima were identified. These are d
picted in Figs. 2~c!, 2~d! and will be denotedTIII and TIV ,
respectively. The bond between O4

010 and Si2
000 present in the

chargedE8 center geometry has remained, whereas the b
between O4

010 and Si3
010 is broken. As a result, comparingTII

to TIII , TIV the dangling bond has been transferred from S2
000

to Si3
010 and at the same time a three-membered ring struc

has been formed.TIII andTIV are distinguished by the pos
tion of Si1

000 which is shifted through the plane of its neare
O neighbors when going fromTIII to TIV . The total energies
of TIII , TIV are, respectively, 0.8 and 1.0 eV higher than t
of TII which constitutes the energy minimum for the equili
02410
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rium geometries found. While it is not unreasonable that
creased lattice strain, in particular the formation of a thr
membered ring structure, will disfavor theTIII and TIV

geometries it is important to bear in mind the limitations
the supercell approach. Quite generally, the use of a fi
supercell leads to overestimation of defect formation en
gies due to the limited number of relaxational degrees
freedom. When the energies of different defect structure
the same supercell are compared these errors will canc
some extent, but since complex reconstructions are likely
require more relaxation of the surrounding network su
states will be disfavoured by the supercell approach in co
parison with simpler geometries.TIII and, in particular,TIV

are on the limit of what can be reliably modeled in a 72-ato
a-quartz cell. The distance from Si1

000 to Si3
010 in the TIII

(TIV) geometry is;7.7(8.5) Å, whereas the distance fro
Si3

010 to the nearest repeated image of Si1
000 is only

;5.8(5.5) Å. There is no appreciable electronic interact
with the repeated images since the dangling bonds do
point towards each other. This is evidenced by the sm
energy differences between singlet and triplet states in th
geometries~0.04 eV forTIII and 0.007 eV forTIV). However,
the elastic interactions with the image may lead to errors
the relative energies of the defect structures of a consider
fraction of an eV, and therefore the energy difference
tween TII and TIII , TIV may be somewhat overestimate
here.

It is interesting to notice that the total-energy results
Donadioet al.are quite different from those obtained here
that these authors found the state with separated dang
7-4
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bonds~i.e., the equivalent ofTIII ,TIV! to befavoredover the
ordinary NOV structure~relaxed in the triplet state! by as
much as 1.6 eV.9 Such a large difference is unlikely to b
caused solely by the limited relaxational freedom, in parti
lar since Donadio and co-workers also utilized a super
approach~albeit with a slightly larger cell!. This shows that
the local environment around the NOV plays a decisive r
in determining the relative energies of the various geo
etries, so a careful investigation of amorphous environme
will be needed to elucidate the importance of similar state
silica glass.

B. EPR parameters

The most important parameters for identification of t
triplet states with spectroscopic signals are the magn
dipole-dipole couplings between the unpaired electrons s
these depend strongly on the distance and relative orienta
of the two unpaired spins whereas the hyperfine coupli
are more indicative of the shape of each spin distribut
close to the magnetic nucleus. As explained in Sec. II B
dipole-dipole coupling parameters are evaluated from
spin distributions of small cluster models set up by cutt
out each of the three-coordinated Si atoms and its neare
neighbors from the relaxed supercell geometries. The n
nearest~Si! neighbors are replaced by H atoms and
drawn towards the O atoms to a distance of 0.98 Å keep
the bond directions fixed. The cluster models for Si1

000 and
Si3

010 in the TIV geometry are shown in Fig. 3. For the Si2
000

atom inTII and the Si3
010 atom inTIII , TIV the O4

010 atom has
been included in the cluster model as shown in Fig. 3~b!. The
hyperfine parameters obtained for the Si nuclei are wit
;20% of the supercell results showing that the wave fu
tion shapes are reasonably well reproduced. The princ
values and directions for the dipole-dipole tensors found
given in Table I. The principal values have been converte
units of Gauss~G! by dividing by gb.

The effect of the dipole-dipole interaction at zero ma
netic field is to split the otherwise degenerate triplet leve
and at finite field to shift the Zeeman levels so that the t
Dm51 transitions do not have exactly the same energy
EPR experiments, Zeeman transitions are usually induce
microwave photons of a fixed frequency while the unifo
magnetic field is scanned over a range of values in searc
microwave absorption peaks. If the dipole-dipole coupling
weak compared to the Zeeman splitting, as is usually
case, a triplet state will appear as a pair of nearby resona
lines. The distance between the lines depends on the o
tation of the uniform magnetic field relative to the princip
directions of theD tensor. For an axially symmetric tensor
can be shown that the maximum observable splitting is th
times the principal value along the symmetry axis.

Experimentally, several triplet centers in irradiat
a-quartz samples have been identified over the years.32,15,16

The nature of the centers seems to depend on the natu
the radiation. In light of the results forTIII andTIV reported
in Table I the centers found by Bossoli, Jani, a
Halliburton15 in electron-irradiateda-quartz seem particu
larly interesting. Working with a microwave frequency
02410
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9.3165 GHz and a magnetic field oriented along thec axis
these authors identified three triplet centers with line sep
tions of 5, 11, and 18 G, respectively. These centers are c
monly labeledE19 , E29 , E39 . Rotating the magnetic field in
the plane perpendicular to the crystallographica1 axis the
centers showed maximum peak separations of 192 G forE19 ,

TABLE I. Principal values~in gauss! and directions for the
dipole-dipole tensor in theTII , TIII , andTIV geometries. The prin-
cipal directions are given by their polar angles around thec axis.

State Princ. values Princ. directions

P1 P2 P3 u1 ,f1 u2 ,f2 u3 ,f3

TII 2218 99 119 u5124° u548° u561°
f5283° f5336° f5216°

TIII 254 26 28 u5127° u5136° u570°
f5259° f563° f5355°

TIV 225 11 13 u551° u555° u558°
f5111° f5235° f5351°

FIG. 3. Cluster models used for calculating the electr
magnetic-dipole interactions inTIV . In ~a! the model for Si1

000 is
shown, while the model for Si2

000 ~note the inclusion of O4
010) is

depicted in~b!. The small white spheres represent the saturating
atoms.
7-5
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64 G forE29 , and 51 G forE39 . Comparing these results wit
the principal values in Table I,TIII and TIV appear to be
candidates forE19 and E29 , respectively. In order to investi
gate this hypothesis further, a simulation of the EPR exp
ment was performed using the calculated parameters for
magnetic-dipole coupling. To account for the threefold scr
symmetry along thec-axis rotation of the magnetic field in
the plane perpendicular toa1 as well as in planes rotate
120° clockwise and counterclockwise around thec axis was
considered. The largest peak separations were in both c
found in the plane perpendicular toa1. In Fig. 4 the resulting
peak separation is shown as a function of the magnetic fi
orientation relative to thec axis. The sign of the separation
an arbitrary choice which has no bearing on the experime
signal. ForTIII , the peak separation with the field parallel
the c axis is found to be 8 G and the maximum peak sep
ration is 157 G. ForTIV , the values are 1.3 and 68 G. Thu
the maximum peak separations are in reasonably good ag
ment with the experimental values and also the comp
tively small peak separation with ac-parallel magnetic field
is qualitatively reproduced here. ForTIV , the quantitative

FIG. 4. Calculated triplet peak separations under rotation of
magnetic field in the plane perpendicular toa1. Solid lines give the
results obtained from the parameters in Table I, while the das
lines give the results of the point dipole approximation. The angl
measured relative to thec axis.
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agreement between theory and the experimental signal is
satisfactory at this field orientation, but as can be seen fr
Fig. 4, the variation of the peak separation with field angle
steep here and small errors in the relative orientation of
spin densities can significantly affect the results. I will the
fore tentatively assign the signalsE19 and E29 to the triplet
geometriesTIII andTIV on the basis of the above results.

Also shown in Fig. 4 are the predictions of the point d
pole approximation, assuming the spin density distributio
of the unpaired electrons to be delta functions at the p
tions of Si1

000 and Si3
010. It is evident that the finite extent o

the spin densities has a significant influence on the res
Note in particular that the difference in magnitude of t
dipole couplings betweenTIII andTIV is much smaller in the
point dipole approximation. This is due to the fact that t
change in position of Si1

000 between the two states also affec
a flipping of the direction of the orbital in which the unpaire
spin resides. Thus, when going fromTIII to TIV the electronic
spin densities are moved further apart from each other t
the atomic coordinates reveal. The identification ofTIII , TIV

with theE19 andE29 centers would appear much more dubio
from the point dipole results alone. This clearly demonstra
the importance of accounting for the spin density shape
intermediate distances between defects. Note also the
tively large discrepancy between the two approximations
u50.

Hyperfine parameters calculated for29Si nuclei at the
Si1

000, Si2
000 , and Si3

010 positions, as well as17O at the posi-
tion of O4

010 are given in Table II in units of Gauss. Th
anisotropic tensors have approximately axial symmetry
therefore only the component of largest magnitude (Auu) has
been given. The isotropic coupling is determined by thes
component of the wave function right at the nucleus, wh
the magnitude of the anisotropic tensor roughly follows t
occupation of thep states. Therefore, contrary to what on
might naively expect, the anisotropic tensor constitutes
better measure of spin occupancy at a particular at
whereas the isotropic coupling is more indicative of wa
function shape (s-p hybridization!. The hyperfine parameter
have been calculated for theTII , TIII , and TIV geometries
since these can be expected to be stable enough to be ob
able, at least at low temperatures. The lifetime of theTI state
will be on the order of miliseconds since the bond betwe
Si1

000 and Si2
000 will immediately reform when the system

reverts back into the singlet state. The hyperfine parame

TABLE II. Hyperfine parameters~in Gauss! for some 29Si and
17O centers in theTII , TIII , andTIV geometries. Only the isotropic
coupling,Aiso and the largest component of the anisotropic mat
Auu are given.

Atom Aiso Auu

TII TIII TIV TII TIII TIV

Si1
000 2488 2477 2405 251 250 251

Si2
000 2434 28 212 250 21 21

Si3
010 0 2555 2545 0 248 247

O4
010 214 267 270 26 212 212
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in Table II clearly show that one of the unpaired spins
transferred from Si2

000 to Si3
010 when going fromTII to TIII . In

the former geometry, the spin density at Si3
010 is vanishingly

small, whereas the hyperfine parameters of Si2
000 are compa-

rable to those of thea-quartzE8 center. ForTIII , the situa-
tion is reversed. In both structures an unpaired electro
present at Si1

000 whose hyperfine interactions are virtually u
affected by the transition betweenTII andTIII . Going from
TIII to TIV , on the other hand, affects a significant reduct
of the isotropic part of the Si1

000 hyperfine matrix while the
Si3

010 parameters are similar in the two structures.
When looking at Fig. 2~c! it is at once evident that the S

nuclei at which the two spins are centered~atoms A and D in
the figure! are not completely equivalent: Atom D (Si3

010) is
electrostatically attracted towards atom C (O4

010) and the
separation of these ions in the equilibrium geometry is o
2.44 Å. This difference is also reflected in the values of
hyperfine parameters. The magnitude of the anisotropic
sor is reduced at Si3

010 compared with Si1
000, Si2

000 suggesting
that some spin weight is transferred to O4

010. It can be seen
from the O4

010 hyperfine parameters that the spin density
this nucleus grows when the dangling bond is transfer
from Si2

000 to Si3
010. The isotropic hyperfine parameter o

Si3
010 is significantly larger than those of Si1

000 and Si2
000,

indicating greaters-p hybridization in this case.
The presence of a hyperfine nucleus at a triplet ce

leads to a splitting of the signal into two doublets who
separation reflects the magnitude of the hyperfine couplin
Since the 29Si nucleus is only 5% abundant the domina
hyperfine signal comes from states in which only one m
netically active nucleus is present at a triplet center. In
TIII state the hyperfine parameters found here predict a s
ting between doublets of 230 G if the magnetic nucleus is
the position of Si1

000 and 287 G if it is at the Si3
010 position.

Experimentally, Bossoliet al. found splittings of 195 and
203 G for theE19 center. ForE29 the reported splittings were
170–185 and 209 G whereas the present calculations pr
197 and 275 G, respectively. Although the magnitude of
hyperfine couplings are somewhat overestimated by
theory, the reduction of the Si1

000 value forAiso when going
from TIII to TIV is clearly reflected in the experimental r
sults.

The experimental value ofAiso for an ordinaryE8 center
is 412 G,33 but theoretical studies using a pseudopoten
method similar to the one employed here predicted a valu
468 G,6 close to the results found in the present work
Si1

000 in the TII andTIII states. Therefore it seems likely th
the Si1

000 Aiso parameter is similar to the ordinaryE8 center
value in statesTII , TIII but has a smaller value in theTIV
structure. In crystalline quartz the doublet spectrum of theE8
state can be clearly distinguished from the spectra of
triplet states discussed here, so the present results are
consequence for the interpretation of the ordinaryE8 signal.
In amorphous silica the interpretation of experimental dat
less straightforward, and one can speculate that the obse
E8 spectra may have contributions from states similar
TII-TIV or the geometry described by Donadioet al.9 Such a
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signal would be broadened by the dipole-dipole interactio
due to the random orientation of the dipole-dipole coupli
tensor, so a state with a spin separation of 4-5 Å would
practically invisible in EPR~but not in optical! spectroscopy.
States with intermediate separation, such asTIII and TIV ,
would lead to a somewhat larger signal broadening than
served experimentally,34 meaning that such states cann
contribute strongly to the spectra. However, at separati
beyond 15–20 Å the dipole-dipole broadening would
hard to distinguish, so further diffusion of dangling bonds
the amorphous network is a possibility that cannot imme
ately be ruled out. The broadening of the hyperfine doub
of ;50 G observed in amorphous silica34 is reasonably con-
sistent with the spread in the hyperfine parameters calcul
here, but of course this does not prove the diffusion hypo
esis as it could also be caused by the structural disorde
other ways.

C. Effect of Ge substitution

Since the refractive-index changes attainable by UV ir
diation of silica glass are greatly increased by Ge doping
important to understand howE8 center formation is influ-
enced by Ge impurities. It is usually assumed that Ge dop
stabilizes the formation of O vacancies since thesp levels of
Ge are slightly lower in energy than those of Si, and also t
Ge impurities and O vacancies/dangling bonds are attra
to each other. In order to estimate the attraction stren
between dangling bonds and Ge impurities and compare
hyperfine parameters for the twoE8 center variants discusse
in the previous section, theTI , TII , andTIV geometries were
reoptimized after substituting Si1

000 and Si3
010 by Ge. In all

cases local minima corresponding to those in purea-quartz
were found also in the Ge-doped case. In analogy with
above, I will denote these geometriesTI

Ge, TII
Ge, and TIV

Ge,
and the substituting Ge ions Ge1

000, Ge3
010. TheTII

Ge configu-
ration is 0.07 eV lower in energy thanTI

Ge, showing that the
Ge substitution does not greatly affect the energy differe
between these two states. It is, however, interesting to n
that Bussoet al. found the opposite trend, i.e., stabilizatio
of the TII state upon Ge substitution of Si1

000 only. Whether
this is due to the technical differences between the two
culations or the influence of Ge3

010 in the present calculation
is not clear. The main effect of Ge3

010, however, is to stabilize
the TIV

Ge state, compared toTI
Ge, TII

Ge. The energy ofTIV
Ge is

found to be 0.61 eV lower than that ofTII
Ge. Comparing to

the pure Si case in whichTIV was disfavored by 0.75 eV
compared toTI and 1.0 eV compared toTII this shows that
the transfer of a dangling bond from Si to Ge gains about
eV all other things being equal.

The hyperfine parameters calculated for the Ge impuri
are given in Table III. The trends observed for the Ge imp
rities are similar to the pure SiO2 case. However, the pertur
bation of the Ge signals by the proximity to O4

010 in TIV is
considerably larger than in the Si case. This is presuma
due to the larger radius of the Ge wave functions. This is a
reflected in a considerably larger spin density at the O4

010

nucleus, as seen from the increased magnitude of the an
7-7
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tropic hyperfine tensor. Experimentally, no Ge signals fr
E9-like states have been reported, and in general Ge hy
fine splittings are rarely resolved due to the high (I 5 9

2 )
value of the73Ge nuclear spin. Feigl and Anderson report
two signals appearing to be variants of a Ge-relatedE8 cen-
ter in Ge-dopeda-quartz . The isotropic hyperfine param
eters were 234 and 268 G~218 and 25031024 cm21).35

Watanabeet al. reported a value of 251 G for a silica fiber.36

Again it must be stressed that the geometries investigate
the present work do not constitute proper models of a d
blet E8 center. Nevertheless it is interesting to notice th
these experimental values correspond reasonably well
the theoretical results for Ge1

000 in the TII
Ge and TIV

Ge geom-
etries, especially when considering that the present appro
tended to overestimate the29Si isotropic couplings some
what. Thus it is possible that the twoE8 center variants
observed transform into each other by passing the three
coordinated Ge atom through the plane of its nearest ne
bors. There are, however, other possible interpretations~such
as the substitutional Ge being present at either the long

TABLE III. Hyperfine parameters~in Gauss! for some 29Si,
73Ge , and17O centers in theTII

Ge and TIV
Ge geometries. Only the

isotropic coupling,Aiso and the largest component of the anisotrop
matrix Auu are given.

Atom Aiso Auu

TII
Ge TIV

Ge TII
Ge TIV

Ge

Ge1
000 2313 2259 219 219

Si2
000 2443 24 249 21

Ge3
010 22 2407 0 215

O4
010 231 263 29 216
,

e

J.

ci.

Y.
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short-bonded side of the O vacancy! and direct modeling of
the doublet-state geometry will be needed to resolve the
sue. In addition, it should be noted that there are some te
nical issues to be sorted out in connection with the calcu
tion of 73Ge hyperfine parameters: Pacchioni and Mazze37

have recently reported that cluster model calculations usin
Gaussian basis set and Hartree-Fock or combined Har
Fock-DFT energy functionals predicted isotropic hyperfi
parameters of 164–192 G, thus underestimating the exp
mental values considerably in contrast to the overestima
found in the present work.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The triplet-state energy landscape of a neutral oxygen
cancy in a-quartz has been investigated and four differe
local minima have been identified. Dipole-dipole couplin
between the unpaired electrons and hyperfine interact
with 29Si and 17O nuclei have been calculated and related
EPR experiments. Two triplet signals observed experim
tally are in this way assigned to two of the metastable geo
etries found in the theoretical calculations. This provides
perimental support for the idea that the Si dangling bon
around an O vacancy can be widely separated from e
other through structural reconstructions. By substituting
atoms into some of the structures it is demonstrated
substitutional Ge impurities act as traps for dangling bon
in a silica network with a trapping potential of about 1.5 e
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